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Abstract
HI, infrared, CO, Ha and B-band obserwations of M51, the prototy_ical
grand-design spiral galaxy, are used to study- the consequences of star formation .
for the distribution of HI and dust. Using the HI and CO data sets we carry out
new tests of the idea of Tilanus and Allen that the HI is largely a dissociation
product in star-forming re#ons. We confirm that the HI spiral arms are generally
coincident with the HII region arms, and offset downstream from the CO arms.
The radial distributions of total gas, Ha and HI surface density have a simple ex-
planation in the dissociation picture. The distributions also demonstrate how the
surface density of HI might be related to the star formation efficiency in molecule-
rich galaxies. The large width of the HI regions along the arms compared to that
of the HII regions can be understood in terms of a simple "StrSmgren sphere" cal-
culation. The longer lifetime of the stars producing dissociating radiation vs. those
producing ionizing radiation will also contribute to the greater width of the HI arms
if stars are continuously forming on the arms. The lack of detailed coincidence of
the HI and HII regions along the inner arms has a variety of possible explanations
within the dissociation scenario.
We carry out two simple tests to probe the origins of the IRAS emission
in M51. First, we find that the infrared excess (IRE) of M51 is 24, suggesting
that a substantial fraction of the infrared emission arises from dust outside of star-
forming regions. Second, radial cuts through the IRAS bands show that at 12,
25 and 60 #m, the arm-interarm contrast of the IRAS emission is substantially
less than that of the Ha emission, convolved to matching resolutions, providing
further evidence that there are large amounts of dust not associated with star-
I-
forming regions. Deconvolved IRAS maps have improved resolution but do not
change the above finding.
Subject headings: galaxies: interstellar matter- galaxies: individual (MS1) - stars:
formation - infrared: sources
I. Introduction
Great advances in our understanding of how spiral density waves organize
atomic and molecular gas in galaxies and how they therefore relate to ongoing star
formation have been made possible in the past few years with the advent of high-
resolution centimeter- and millimeter-wave interferometers. _I51 has been a popular
target for such studies because of its proximity (9.6 Mpc; Sandage and Tammann
1975), nearly face-on aspect, strong spiral structure, and molecule-rich ISM (about
90% of the ISM is molecular; Scoville and Young 1983). Observations of the ISM of
this galaxy have been recently reviewed by Rand and Tilanus (1990).
In two previous papers (Vogel, Kulkarni, and ScoviUe 1988, hereafter VKS;
Rand and Kulkarni 1990a, hereafter KK) we have presented mosaic maps of CO
1 - 0 emission from MS1 at 8" resolution made v,ith the Millimeter Interferometer
of the Owens Valley Radio Observatory (OV"RO). We detected molecular spiral
arms which are well aligned with the dust lanes but offset upstream from the HII
region arms (see Figure la, b), implying that the onset of massive star formation
occurs several million years after the peak compression of the molecular gas. The
spiral arms represent about one-third of the total emission measured with single
dish instruments. The tangential and radial velocity shifts predicted by density
wave theory as the gas is being compressed can be clearly seen where the arms
cross the major and minor axes of the galaxy. Using Hc_ emission as a tracer of the
massive star formation rate, we found that the star formation efficiency is higher
on the arms than between the arms, implying that the density wave is triggering
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excess tar formationfrom the compressedgas. This result has been confirmed in
single-dish CO observations (Lord and Young 1990). The molecular arms contain
well-organized structures which we termed Giant Molecular Associations (GMAs).
The typical mass of a GMA is 3 x l0 T Me- GMAs are also found between the
arms. The on-arm GMAs are roughly gravitationally bound, while the interarm
GMAs are unbound. The CO I-0 spectra of the GMAs show that they typically
consist of one to five velocity components. The GMAs may form through coUisional
agglomerations of pre-existing smaller clouds or by gravitational instabilities in the
molecular gas (see Rand and Kulkarni 1990b). The interarm GMAs may owe their
existence to a weak, secondary compression of the density wave.
VKS and RK examined how the density wave organizes the molecular gas
and discussed the consequences for star formation from analysis of Ha images. In
this paper, we further examine the "back reaction" of star formation on the ISM of
M51 by considering, in conjunction with molecular data, the distribution of atomic
gas and infrared emission from two new data sets: the VLA map of 21-cm emission
by Rots et al. (1990, hereafter RBHAC), and the IRAS (Infrared Astronomical
Satellite) pointed observations of MS1 (Rice et al. 1988).
Recently, evidence has been presented that in the molecule-rich galaxies M51
(Tilanus and Allen 1989, hereafter TA) and M83 (Allen, Atherton, and Tilanus 1986)
HI is predominantly a product of dissociation of H2 in star-forming regions. If the
detected HI were distributed in the same way as all the gas we would expect to see
the peak of the 21-cm emission along the dust lanes, where the highest compression
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of the gas is occurring. IIowever,the observationsshow that in these galaxies
Illisconcentrateddownstream from the dust lanesbut coincidentwith the fill
regionarms. TA estimatethat in M51 approximately 10% of the moleculargas is
dissociatedin star-formingregions.Compared to the WSR_ map of TA, the new
VLA 21-cm emissionmap of M51 by RBIIAC has higherresolution(8" vs. 12" x
18")and sensitivity.In thispaper we use thismap, along with our IIa and B-band
images,CO data (seeRK) and the single-dishCO data of Lord and Young (1990)
to carryout furtherquantitativetestsofthe dissociationscenario.In particular,we
examine whether a) the radiM distributionsof totalgas,]_a and HI, b)the small-
scalestructureofthe I_Iemissionand c) the detailedspatialrelationshipbetween
the HI and HII regionscan be explainedinthispicture.We findthatthe new VLA
map providesfurtherevidenceinfavorof the dissociationscenario.
Radiationfrom young starsnot only ionizesIlland dissociatesH2 but also
heatsthe interstellardust.The infraredemissionfrom dustallowsyetanotherprobe
ofthe back reactionofstarformationon the ISM. In the second part ofthispaper,
we use the IRAS pointedobservationsof M51 to study the distributionand origins
ofthe infraredemission.Recent work on the IRAS spectraofour Galaxy and other
spirals(Cox and Mezger 1987;Lonsdale-Perssonand IIelou1987; Helou 1986)has
led to a pictureforthe dustemissioninwhich the 12/zm emissionisdominated by
very small grainstransientlyheated by the interstellarradiationfield(ISRF; there
may alsobe a contributionfrom OH/IR stars),the 25 and 60/_m emissionisfrom
warm dust in star-formingregionsbut may alsohave a substantialcontribution
from generallydistributeddust heated by the ISRF, and the 100 /_m emission is
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dominatedby relativelylargegrainsheated by the ISRF. The very small grains
are expected to be destroyedinstar-formingregions(Puget,Ldger,and Boulanger
1985),so little12 pm emissionisexpected from such re_ons. Broadly distributed
f
dust heated by the ISRF has come to be referredto as "cirrus"(Low etal.1984).
We attempt to interpretthe infraredemissionofM51 in terms ofthesetwo-
components: dust in star-formingregionsand cirrus.Our goalisto understand the
originsofthe IRAS emissionin M51. In particular,we carryout two testsdesigned
to distinguish between infrared emission arising from star-forming regions, and emis-
sion from a cirrus component. We first calculate the "Infrared Excess" (IRE; Mezger
1978), a dimensionless quantity which provides a measure of the fraction of the in-
frared flux which arises from star-forming regions. We then compare cuts through
the IRAS maps with cuts through Ha and B-band CCD images convolved to the
IRAS resolutions to determine whether the inf..red emission is distributed in the
same way as the optical line emission from star-forming regions. If the infrared
emission shows a reduced concentration to the spiral azms compared to the Ha
emission, then one can conclude that a fraction of the infrared emission arises from
generally distributed dust. We find that the results of both these tests indicate
that a substantial fraction of the emission detected by IRAS does not originate in
star-formingregions.
II. HI and Dissociation
a). Radial Distributions
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The radial distributions of the total gas, Ha and HI surface density are shown
in Figure 2. To estimatethe total(H2 and HI) gas surfacedensity,we have used
the FCRAO map of CO emission at 45" resolutionby Lord and Young (1990).
To convertthe CO emissionto molecularcolumn density,we assume the Galactic
conversionfactorofa = 3× 102omol cm -z (K "kins-l)-I- The FCRAO map isused
here and below whenever complete informationon the moleculargas surfacedensity
isrequired.The totalgas profileshows a roughlyexponentialfall-offwith radius,
while the Ha profileshows a similarfall-off,but with a pronounced enhancement
at R _ 150". The HI profileshows a centralhole (R < 30"),a relativelyfiatinner
disk(30" < R < i00"),a largeenhancement in the outerdiskpeaking at R -_150",
and finallya falloffat R > 175". This profilecan be understood in terms of the
theory of Federman, Glassgold,and Kwan (1979),who considerthe shieldingof a
molecularcloudto dissociatingradiationby an outerenvelopeofHI. In thispicture,
the thicknessof the dissociatedenvelope depends on the ratioof the dissociation
and formationratesof H2. This ratiohas been shown by HoUenbach, Werner and
Salpeter(1971)to depend on a power of G/n, where G isessentiallythe fluxof
dissociatingradiationtimes the crosssectioninthe Lyman bands ofH2, and n isthe
densityofthe gas.Here we are consideringthe creationof dissociatedenvelopesin
star-formingregionsby energeticphotons from the young stellarassociations.Since
IIa tracesthe high-mass starsitshould alsotracethe dissociatingradiation.The
fiatHI profilein the innerdiskand the largeenhancement in HI around R _,150"
can then be understood interms ofthissimplebalancebetween moleculeformation
and dissociationin star-formingregions. In the inner disk at R _<100", the Ha
and total gas profiles show a similar falloff with radius, so that the balance between
dissociation and formation changes little with radius and a constant column density
of HI is produced. At R _ 150", the "excess" of dissociating radiation in the outer
arms relative to the gas density tips the scales in favor of dissociation, and thus
more HI is produced. Beyond R - 170", the Ha enhancement ends, and the HI
returns to roughly its inner disk value. The radial distributions therefore support
the dissociation picture.
An interesting consequence of such an interpretation for the origin of the HI
is that, since the Ha emission traces the star formation rate, the HI surface density
is actually related to the star formation e.0_ciency (the star formation rate per unit
o
gas mass). The possibility of using Hi as an indicator of star formation efficiency in
molecule-rich galaxies such as M51 and M83 should be pursued further.
b). The Small-scale Structure
In Figure lc, d we show the VLA HI map of ttBHAC overlaid on our CO map
and Ha image. It is dear that compared to the CO distribution there is enhanced HI
emission in the outer (R > 100") arms, although the azimuthally averaged column
density of HI rises to a peak of only 40% of that of H2 as determined from the
FCRAO CO map (the units of the H2 column density are atoms cm-_)- Comparing
with the OVKO CO map, we find a typical ratio of tt_ to HI column density in the
inner arms of about 16. Therefore the new VLA map confirms the low HI/H2 ratio
on the arms, and the conclusion of TA that only a small fraction of the molecular
gas is dissociated.
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From the VLA HI map (Figures lc, d) we note the following:
i) Over large sections of the inner (R <_ 100") arms (see Figure lc) an offset
can be seen between the centroids of the HI arms and CO arms, but the broad HI
f
emission in many places extends upstream to the CO arms and often even further
upstream into the pre-compression zone.
ii) The inner HI arms show a patchy structure and are broader than the Ha
arms. The typical diameter (FWHM) of the bright HII regions in the inner arms is
5.5" or 250 pc, while the typical diameter of the HI arms is about 17" or 800 pc,
although there is much variation in the latter quantity.
iii) While parts of the inner arms show a simple morphology in which HI
envelopes exist around HLI regions, there are many HI clouds which have very little
Ha emission associated with them, as in M83 (Allen, Atherton, and Tilanus 1986).
Figure 3 is a close-up view of an arm segment which shows the detailed spatial
correspondence of the CO, 21-cm, and Ha emission.
iv) There are a few HI clouds in the interarm regions, where there is also
very little or no Ha emission. It should be pointed out that the total mass of HI
in the VLA 8"-resolution map is 2 x 109 M v, which is only 40% of the mass found
in the single-dish observations of Appleton, Foster, and Davies (1986) and Rots
(1980). In fact, RBHAC report that in their lower resolution VLA observations,
there is broadly distributed HI between the arms at the level of about 102° cm -2
which has been missed in the 8" map. This interarm emission may not make up
9
theentiremissingflux, but the fact that the total flux is well below the single-dish
value indicates that some emission has been resolved out in the 8" map.
We now explore whether these diverse observational results can be explained
t
in the framework of the dissociation model.
i) The HI-CO Off_t
First, the fact that the HI arms are, like the Ha arms, offset downstream from
the CO arms supports the idea that the HI is produced in star-forming regions. If
the HI arms seen in the VLA map simply consisted of gas compressed by the density
wave, then we would expect to see the HI emission coincident with the CO emission.
However, the fact that in places the HI emission extends upstream from the CO
emission implies in the dissociation model that a small fraction of the molecular
gas is dissociated by downstream star formation before it reaches the zone of peak
compression.
ii) The HI Arm Width
We now address the issue of whether the greater width of the HI arms com-
pared to the Ha arms in the inner disk can be explained by a simple "StrSmgren
sphere" calculation. Certainly the patchiness of the inner HI arms would be ex-
pected if each emission feature corresponded to a dissociated region around a young
stellar cluster or dusters.
In the Appendix, we calculate the expected sizes of the HII and HI regions
along the inner arms of M51 using the observed Ha luminosity of a typical inner-arm
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Bgiant HII region to estimate the ionizing photon rate. The effects of dust opa_ty
are included in the calculation by using the HII region extinctions published by van
der Hulst et al. (1988, hereafter HKCR). With our simple model we predict HII
and HI region diameters of 220 and 800 pc, in good agreement with the observed
sizes. Therefore, the characteristic size of the HI arms has an explanation in the
dissociation picture.
Two perhaps surprising results were found in the calculation presented in the
Appendix. First, from the extinction study of HKCR, it is difficult to avoid the
conclusion that most of the extinction occurs in dust between the HII regions and
the observer, and that therefore there must be large amounts of dust at heights
greater than 125 pc (the typical giant HII region radius) above the plane of the
galaxy. Then, for any reasonable dust density and distribution, the gas and dust
layer in MS1 must be substantially thicker than the Galactic layer, having a half-
width of about 400 pc. Such a large scale-height could be a consequence of stirring
up of the ISM by the enhanced star formation and (presumably) supernova rate on
the arms. Higher magnetic and cosmic ray pressures, as a result of star formation
or directly due to compression by the strong density wave, could also contribute.
However, such a large value is unprecedented, and is not expected given that the
velocity dispersion in the HI gas, ~ 10 km s-1 , is not as high as one would expect
for a gas layer with a 400 pc half-thickness. We therefore view this result with
suspicion. Our calculation is, however, not too sensitive to our inferred scale-height.
Using a more modest half-thickness of 150 pc, we find an HI region diameter of 600
pc, still in reasonable agreement with observations.
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The second surprising result is that we find from two independent methods of
estimating the dust surface density that the dust-to-gas ratio (which is a necessary
number for calculating the H2 formation rate) is about equal to the Galactic value.
f
This near equality of dust-to-gas ratios in M51 and the Galaxy may be a cause for
concern given that the typical metallicity in the inner disk of M51 is three times
the Solar value (Page] and Edmunds 1981), so that one might expect a higher dust
abundance. Using a dust-to-gas ratio of three times the Galactic value gives an HI
region diameter of 700 pc.
Our calculation is more sensitive to the gas filling factor than to the above
two effects. If the filling factor is less than unity, then our calculated sizes will
decrease. For a filling factor of 0.2, the calculated HI diameter is 585 pc, and for
0.1, the diameter is 480 pc. Some of the HI emission features are of this smaller size,
but it may be difficult to explain some of the larger emission regions if the filling
factor is low.
The H2 reformation timescale, nil(R) -1, is about 3 x l0 s _ yr, where _ is the
filling factor. This timescale can be compared to the time between arm passages,
7r(_rot- _lP) -1 , to see whether a steady state between dissociation and reformation
can be maintained. With the above density wave parameters and rotation curve, the
time between arm passages is 5 × l0 T yr at 2 kpc from the nucleus, and 2 × l0 s yr at
4 kpc. Thus it is plausible that the dissociated gas can reform into molecules before
the next arm passage such that a steady state is maintained, provided _ "_ 0.1.
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Regardlessofvariationsinthe gas parameters discussedabove,the important
resultthat the HI regionsshould be substantiallylargerthan the HII regionsis
robustforreasonableparameters.However, the Str_Smgrencalculationmay not be
ableto fullyexplainthe characteristicHI arm _idth,especiallyif_ isaslow as 0.1.
Another effectmay contributeto the greaterHI arm width. Sincethe hotter
stars evolve more rapidly, the ionizing radiation from a stellar duster will disap-
pear faster than the dissociating radiation, to which B and A stars can contribute
significantly. Thus, if young stellar dusters are continuously being formed in the
arm, then the zone over which dissociating stars are found will be broader than the
zone over which ionizing stars are found. The dissociation zone will also be broader
than the typical size of a single HI region corresponding to a giant HII region. Some
of the HI regions, then, may be due to dissociation by multiple clusters formed at
different times on the arms. The width of the zone can be estimated as follows.
From simple blackbody approximations, we find that the stars that dominate the
dissociating flux are late 0 and early B stars, which have main sequence lifetimes
of _'M's _ 1 - 2 × l0 T yr. The component of circular velocity perpendicular to the
arms is approximately (f_rot - ftp)Rsini, where i is the pitch angle of the spiral
arms, and f/p is the pattern speed of the density wave. Tully (1974a) measured i to
be 18.5 °, and determined a pattern speed, scaled to a distance of 9.6 Mpc, of 38 km
s -1 kpc -1. The rotation curve is essentially fiat at Vrot = 210 km s -1 (Tully 1974b;
Scoville and Young 1983). Therefore, at a distance from the nucleus of R = 3 kpc,
the width perpendicular to the arms of the zone where dissociating stars should be
found, assuming that they are all formed at about the same spiral phase, is 0.7 "rMs
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(Myr) _ 7 - 13". Hence the width of the HI arms is likely due in part to this effect.
The width expected from this effect is larger near the Inner Lindblad Resonance of
the wave and smaller near corotation.
iii) Poor Detailed Spatial Coincidence of ttl and ttli Regions
It remains to be explained why the detailed spatial coincidence of HII and
HI regions is poor, particularly in the inner regions where the existence of the
density wave has been established. One possibility, still within the above dissociation
scenario, is that some of the HI clouds on the arms are simply regions of low total
gas density compared to the typical on-arm density. In terms of the Federman,
Glassgold, and Kwan (1979) model, for a given ]tu.x of radiation, the HI column
density is high in these regions because the molecule formation timescale is relatively
long. In other words, Gin is relatively high. ttowever, a visual inspection of Figures
le and Id shows that HI regionsnot associatedwith Ha emission are sometimes
associatedwith CO emission,and sometimes not, indicatingthat the HI is not
necessarilyfound in regionsoflow totalgas density.
We preferthe followingeffectsas the more likelyreasonsforof the lackof
correlation.First,as mentioned above,the ionizingradiationfrom a stellarduster
disappearsfasterthan thedissociatingradiation.Thiseffectwould not onlyleadtoa
lackof correlationbut would alsoexplainwhy some HI regionsextend preferentially
downstream from the HII regions(Figureld).Another possiblecontributorcouldbe
the inevitablesupernovae,which _511dear out the immediate vicinityofthe duster,
where the Ha emissionisconcentrated,much more effectivelythan the regionswhere
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the HI is found, much further away from the duster center. The timescale for this
clearing process may be comparable to the age of -,, 107 yr inferred by Brinks and
Bajaja (1986) for the -_ 500 pc diameter HI holes they found in M31. Finally, if
some clusters form without many OB stars, they may produce HI regions with little
Ha emission.
iv) Interarrn HI
The surface density of the smoothly distributed interarm component is 10_°
cm -z. Such a column density is roughly that ex-pected for a medium consisting of
dissociated envdopes of molecular clouds, if the envdopes have a fLLLing factor of
order 0.1-0.2 (see Federman, Glassgold, and Kwan 1979). The interarm HI thus has
a simple explanation in the dissociation picture. The few interarm clouds seen at
8" resolution do not have much associated Ha emission. They may be dissociation
regions around stellar dusters with few OB stars.
III.Infrared Properties
The aim of this analysis is to understand whether or not the infrared emission
in M51 arises purely from star-forming regions. Figure 4 shows the IRAS maps of
M51, while Table 1 lists some of the global properties of the infrared emission. Tw
and _'c are the resulting temperatures in a two component fit to the IRAS data by
Rice et al. (1988). Tc is < la above the mean value of all large optical gala_xies
modelled in this way by Rice et aL (1988).
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Our firstdiagnosticisthe dimensionlessIRE, which isdefinedas the total
IR,4S flux(vf, summed over the fourIR.4S bands,although some authors use the
60 and 100 pm bands only)dividedby the Lyman continuum flux.Mezger, Smith,
f
and Churchwell (1974)calculatethe infraredemissionexpectedfrom an HII region
for a given ionizingphoton rate,and show how thisphoton ratecan be estimated
from the thermal fluxdensity.The IRE iscalculatedas follows(Rice etal.1990):
lIRAS(10-I-_wm-2) (I)
IRE = 9.4 (IIz -I) S21(mJy)
where FIRAS is the total IRAS flux and S_I is the thermal continuum flux at 21
cm. The IRE is defined such that a value of unity means that all of the infrared
emission can be explained as arising from dust heated by Ly-c photons which have
been absorbed and degraded to Lya by gas. An IRE greater than one implies that
some of the infrared emission arises from dust heated directly by photons from If-
ionizing stars and from dust heated by stars which provide little ionization. The
typical IRE for Galactic HH regions is 6 (Myers et al. 1986). For a galaxy, an IRE
well in excess of the value for Galactic HH regions indicates a substantial amount
of infrared emission not associated with star-forming regions.
In order to calculate the IRE, we need an estimate of the thermal contin-
uum flux at 21 cm. Thermal-nonthermai flux separations have been carried out
independently by Tilanus et al. (1988) and Klein et al. (1984), with both studies
finding a thermal flux at 21 cm of about 75 mJy. Thus the iRE of M51 is about 24,
which is much higher than the typical value for Galactic HII regions, indicating that
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a large fraction of the infrared luminosity originates outside star-forming regions,
presumably from the cirrus associated with quiescent molecular clouds and their
HI envelopes. The only way to escape this conclusion is to invoke a much higher
dust-to-gas ratio in M51, such that in the HII regions of M51, dust grains compete
more effectively for ionizing photons than HI atoms relative to Galactic HII regions.
However, we show in the Appendix that the dnst-to-gas ratio is not significantly
different from the Galactic value.
Our second test involves comparing the arm-interarm contrast in the IRAS
maps with that in our Ha image convolved to the resolutions of the IRASmaps. The
beam of the IRAS detectors is such that the resolution along the in-scan direction
(P.A. _ 45 ° for M51) is significantly better than that along the cross-scan direction.
The in-scan resolution of the IRAS observations is sufficient for the measurement
of an arm-interarm contrast at 12, 25 and 60 pro. The in-scan and cross-scan
resolutions are listed in Table 2. If all of the infrared emission arises in star-forming
regions, we would expect to see the same arm-interarm contrast in the infrared maps
as in our Ha image.
Cuts in the in-scan direction of the original 12, 25 and 60 pm maps are
presented in Figure 5 along with cuts through Ha and B-band images which have
been convolved to the IRAS resolutions using the elongated IRAS beams. Ongoing
star formation is traced by the Ha emission while the ISRF is best traced by the
B-band light. The 100 pm cut is not shown because at the low resolution of the 100
pm data no spiral structure can be seen in either the map or the cut.
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Featurescorrespondingto thenuclearregionandtheouterHE andSWspiral
armscan be seen in all of the cuts in Figure 5. The arm-interarm contrast in the
12 #m cut is slightly lower than that at 25/_m. It is clear that the arm-interarm
contrast in the ItL4S cuts in all three bands is lower than in the Ha cuts but higl_er
than in the B-band cuts. This result implies that in all three bands there is emission
both from dust in star-forming regions and cirrus. For the warm dust (25 and 60 p
In) this is not too surprising given the above discussion of the IRE. This result is
also understandable for the 12/_m emission if it is dominated by emission from very
small grains which are destroyed in star-forming regions.
Deconvolved images of the IRAS pointed observations (see Neugebauer et
al. 1984) of MS1 at all four IRAS bands were produced at the Infrared Processing
and Analysis Center (IPAC) using a 1Lichardson-Lucy deconvolution algorithm (Au-
mann, H. H., private communication). We examined maps at various stages of the
deconvolution procedure and chose ones for the analysis below based on the level of
spurious structure introduced in the blank regions around M51 by the deconvolution
process. We judged that maps produced using more than 5 iterations at 12 and 25
/_m, and 20 iterations at 60 and 100 pro, were possibly unreliable due to this rather
subjective criterion. The deconvolved maps using the above numbers of iterations
axe shown in Figure 6, and the achieved resolutions are listed in Table 2. Cuts were
made through these images as before, and are shown in Figure 7, along with Ha and
B-band cuts at matched resolutions. Increases in the axm-interaxm contrast can be
clearly seen in the 12, 25 and 60/zm maps, but in the 100 #m map, the companion
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is only partially resolved and the outer arms remain unresolved. The 100 pm cut
(not shown) shows no evidence for spiral structure.
The smoothness of the 100 pm map and cut is surprising when compared to
Smith's (1982) map at 170 pm with 49" resolution (his Figure 2) made with the
Kuiper Airborne Observatory. This map, at only shghtly better resolution, shows
clear spiral structure in the NE and SW. The longer wavelength of his observation
should guarantee a smaller contribution to the emission from dust in star-forming
regions, since this wavelength traces colder dust, thus reducing the expected contrast
relative to that at 100 pm. The likely reason for this discrepancy is that the original
100 pm map had insufficient resolution to detect any spiral structure at all, even in
the in-scan direction. Naturally, the deconvolution procedure would not bring out
any spiral structure if there were none in the original data.
Figure 7 show the same ordering of cuts by arm-interarm contrast as in Figure
5, and thus point to the same conclusion as that drawn from the original maps: there
are at least two components to the infrared emission in the 12, 25 and 60 pm bands.
The deconvolution we have presented is by no means unique. For compari-
son, we show in Figure 8 a deconvolution of the 60 pm survey data by W. N. Weir
(personal communication) using the MBMSYS software (based on the Maximum
Entropy Method). This deconvolution method, unlike the Richardson-Lucy algo-
rithm, does not assume that the point-spread function is constant over the field.
The achieved resolution, although it almost certainly varies over the map, is obvi-
ously much better than that of Figure 6c, and a higher arm-interarm contrast in
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the outer arms can be seen. Unfortunately, a compa_on of this map with the Ha
image would be perilous since the resolution varies over the map. It is therefore not
clear how to perform the necessary convolution of the Ha image before the compar-
ison. Compared to the pointed observations, the I_4S survey data unfortunately
has a worse problem with striping in the in-scan direction, and a stripe can be seen
running through the center of MS1 in Figure 8 which confuses the interpretation.
We emphasize that our conclusions which axe based on differences in arm-
interarm contrast between the IRAS and Ha images do not depend on the reliability
of the Richardson-Lucy deconvolution since the differences can be seen from the cuts
through the original IRAS maps (Figure 5).
We can make a very rough estimate of the fractionsof infraredemission
which are associatedwith star-formingregionsand ISRF-heated cirrus.Since the
emissivityper dust grainofthe cirruscomponent shouldbe roughly proportionalto
theISRF intensity,and sincethe cirrusarisesfrom dustwhich isassociatedwith the
generalgas distribution,the profileofcirrusemissionshouldresemblethe product of
the B-band profileand the profileof totalgas surfacedensity.The emissionprofile
ofdust instar-formingregionsshouldresemble the Ha profile.For the construction
of the totalgas profilethe resolutionof the FCRAO CO map isinsufficient.We
thereforeuse the new map ofCO emissionat 15" resolutionfrom the Nobeyama 45-
m and convolveittothe IRAS resolutions.Using thissimplemodel and the profiles
shown in Figure5,we estimatethatat 60/_m, 75% ofthe emissioncomes from the
cirruscomponent, while25% ofthe 25/_m emission and 75% of the 12/_m emission
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is due to cirrus. For M33, by way of comparison, a more careful decomposition
by Rice et al. (1990)showed that cirrusaccounts for50% of the 12 and 60 /_m
emission,and 10_ ofthe 25/_m emission.For both thesegalaxiesthen,the 25/Jm
f
band containsthe highestfractionof emissionfrom star-formingregions.
The resultsfrom these two testsimply that a directinterpretationof the
IRASluminosity ofM51, eitherthe totalIRAS luminosityor LFIR alone,in terms
ofa starformationrate,would be spurious.The same conclusionhas been reached
instudiesof many othernearby spirals,where the IRE's range from 13 to 24 (M33
[Riceet al. 1990];M101 [Beichman et al. 1987];and NGC 4565, NGC 891 and
NGC 5907 [Walnscoat,de Jong, and Wesselius1987]).Furthermore,studiesof M31
(Walterbos and Schwedng 1987) and th'eGalaxy (Bloemen, Deul, and Thaddeus
1990)have shown thatmost ofthe FIR emissionarisesfrom cirrusin thesegalaxies.
Finally,Bothun, Lonsdale,and Rice (1989) found for most spiralgalaxiesin an
opticallyselectedsample - using fso/flooas a diagnosticof dust heating sources
along with a simpledust-heatingmodel - that dust in star-formingregionsand
cirrusare both important contributorsto the totalFIR luminosity.
The positionof M51 in the color-colordiagram ofHelou (1986)confirmsthe
above conclusion.InhisFigure2,M51 liesbelow the linewhere halfof the infrared
emissionderivesfrom star-formingregions,implying thatthe cirruscontributesthe
majorityofthe emission.
These resultsmay not be surprisinggiven that the galaxy is very gas-rich.
The totalmass ofgas has been estimatedby Scovilleand Young (1983)to be 1.2×
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101°Mo, of which 9 x 109Mo is in moleculax form. In comparison, Scoville and
Young estimate a dynamical mass of about 1011Mo, so that the gas accounts for
fully 13% of the dynamical mass. The high SFR in M51 implies significant dust
heating in stax-forming regions, but should also imply a relatively intense ISRF,
since, for a normal IMF, there will be copious production of intermediate-mass staxs
which dominate the ISRF. This combination of a rich ISM with an intense ISRF
could be the reason for the significant cirrus component.
Throughout this analysis, we have used the term "cirrus" to refer to emission
from dust outside of regions of high-mass star formation. It should be noted, how-
ever, that Cox, Kriigel, and Mezger (1986) conclude that non-ionizing young B and
A stars cou]d heat dust in star-forming regions to 30-40 K and provide some of the
emission detected by IRASin the Galaxy. It has been suggested for our Galaxy (see
Scovine and Sanders 1988), although there is no direct e,fidence for M51, that B and
A star formation is more uniformly distributed than 0 star formation. If this is the
case in M51, then such an infrared emission component from regions of low-mass
star formation may have a spatial distribution more like the cirrus component and
thus be obserwtionally indistinguishable from cirrus based on the spatial distribu-
tion of fax infrared (FIR) emission alone. It is therefore worth keeping in mind that
radiation from "generally distributed dust" may have more than one origin.
An important consequence of the main conclusion of this section is that in-
frared emission'cannot be used to independently test the hypothesis of density wave
triggering of star formation unless the component of emission from star-forming
- 22 -
re_ons can be effectivelyisolated,both spatiallyand spectrally.One should keep
inmind that the arms which have been resolvedor partiallyresolvedby IRAS are
beyond theradiusofcorotationofthe densitywave and axeprobably tidalarms gen-
!
eratedby the passageof the companion (Tully1974b;Elmegreen, Elmegreen, and
Seiden1989).Therefore,even the deconvolved/R.4S images do not begin to resolve
the densitywave arms and hence cannot be used to testdensitywave triggeringof
star formation.
IV. Conclusions
We have used VLA HI data and IRAS maps of M51 inan attempt to further
understand the consequencesof starformation in thismolecule-richgalaxy with a
strongdensitywave. From the HI map, we findcompellingevidence which favors
the idea that the HI is almost entirelya product of dissociationof H2 in star-
forming regions.The radialdistributionof HI as wellas the characteristicsizeof
the emissionfeaturesalong the arms have simpleexplanationsin the dissociation
scenario.The lackof detailedcorrelationbetween HI and HII regionshas a variety
ofpossiblecauses.The low-levelinterarmHI emissioncan be explainedasbeing due
to dissociatedenvelopesof interarmmolecular clouds.There are indicationsthat
the gas-to-dustratioisabout equal to the Galacticvalue.An outstandingissueis
the thicknessofthe gas and dust layerin M51. From the comparison of measured
extinctionswith models one infersthatthelayerissubstantiallythickerthan that of
the Galaxy. However, the largegas dispersionsexpectedin such a caseare not seen
- 23 -
and thereis nodirect evidence to support thisresult.The issuedeservesfurther
attention.
The IRE and the reducedarm-interarm contrastofthe [RAS maps compared
f
to the Ha image both indicatethat a substantialfractionofthe infraredemission
detectedby IRAS does not arisein star-formingregions,but ratherfrom dust asso-
dated with generallydistributedgas.Given the high surfacedensityofgas in M51,
thisresultisperhapsnot too surprising.The same conclusionhas now been drawn
forseveralnearbygalaxies.An important implicationof thisresultisthatitwillbe
difficultto interpretthe FIR emissionfrom M51 in terms ofrecentstaxformation,
and thus to use FIR emissionto check the hypothesisofdensitywave triggeringof
starformation.Regardlessofwhether a reliableseparationofemissioncomponents
can be done, the resolutionof the IRAS maps isinsufficientto resolvethe inner,
density-wave spiral arms.
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Appendix
We show here through a "StrSmgren" analysis that the large observed sizes
of the discrete HI regions along the inner arms can be understood if they owe their
existence to photo-dissociation by the OB associations along the arms.
A typical HII region on the inner arms has an extinction-corrected Ha lumi-
nosity of 5x1039 erg s -1 (I_KCR.), which corresponds to about 3.5x10 sl ionizing
photons per second, or 70 05 stars (Kennicutt, Edgar, and Hodge 1989). We as-
sume that all photons shortward of 13.6 eV are absorbed by R atoms, while photons
with energies between 11.2 and 13.6 eV are available to dissociate H2 molecules. We
ignore heavy elements for the moment; however we do allow for dust opacity.
At any radius r within an ItII region, we have the following balance between
ionization and recombination:
k
_____nHl_Hle-(¢o(r)÷_'aRr)) = n_c_B (A1)
4zr z
where Q is the ionizing photon rate, nHI is the atomic R density, all! is the atomic ab-
sorption coefficient, averaged over frequencies above the ionization threshold, CD(r)
and _'m(r)) are the frequency-averaged dust and atomic R opacities at radius r, ne
is the electron density, and aB is the appropriate recombination coefficient in the
"on-the-spot" approximation.
For the RI case, we assume that all photons with 11.2 eV < E < 13.6 eV are
available for the dissociation of Hz. Using simple blackbody approximations and a
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SalpeterInitialMass Function,we estimatethatthe photonratein the above energy
range fora stellaxdusterisabout 50% ofthe ionizingphoton rate.We use thisratio
for the HII regionsof M51. Only about 10% of absorptionsof such photons lead
to a dissociation(Spitzer1978,p. 100),so a factorof0.imust be includedin the
usual Str6mgren calculationto account forthis.Thus we have
80_r2 n(H2)8H2e-(_'v(")+_'H2(_)) = RnHn(HI) (A2)
where n(H2) is the molecular density, all2 is the molecular absorption coefficient
averaged over the above energy range, ?o(r) and ?H2(r) axe the dust and H2 opacities
at radius r averaged over the above energy range, n_ is the total density of H and
n(HI) is the density of atomic H. R is the H2 formation constant (Spitzer 1978, p.
123), which is proportional to the projected area of dust grains per H nucleus, so
that it must be scaled from the Galactic value of RG_! = 3.0 x 10 -17 cm 3 s-1 by
the estimated dust-to-gas ratio contrast between MS1 and our Galaxy (assuming
similar grain properties). So equation A2 becomes
Q..._nfH._u e_(_z,(,.)+_2(,.)) DMSl I
807rr2 _ _/ _2
(A3)
where DMsl and Do_! are the dust-to-gas ratios in MS1 and the Galaxy.
The electron density can be estimated from the HII region study of HKCR.
They used a 6-cm VLA map with a resolution of 8", and an Ha image emoothed
to the same resolution to estimate HII region projected areas and mean densities.
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Usingtheir measured diameters of about 10" from their smoothed image, they found
a typical density of 1.5 cm -3. Since the actual measured diameter of the typical HII
region in our image is 5.5", the projected areas determined by HKCR are too large,
!
and the density must therefore be scaled up by the correct projected area, giving
ne = 5 cm -3. This density is typical of extragalactic giant HII regions (Kennicutt
1984).
The extinction in the HI and HII regions can also be estimated from HKCR.
From a comparison of the extinction at H/3 and the Ha-HE color excess with the
models of Caplan and Deharveng (1986) for 11 giant HII regions , they deduce
that only about 0.5 mag of the typical 1.8 mag of visual extinction could arise
from within the HII regions, and that the remaining extinction occurs in foreground
dust. A model with most of the extinction occurring in the HII regions appears
to be strongly ruled out by their data. Assuming spherical symmetry for the HII
regions, one therefore requires most of the dust to be at heights above N125 pc,
which is the radius of a typical giant HII region. It would therefore seem likely that,
if the dust density above the HII regions is not too different from that inside the
HII regions, the dust layer half-thickness is perhaps 3 - 4 times the typical giant
HII region radius, or _,, 450 pc. Alternatively, one can assume spherical symmetry
for the HI regions and again infer that the gas, and presumably the dust, extends
to about 400 pc above the plane. This issue is discussed further in the main part
of the text since this scale-height is unusually large. We adopt, then, a total Av
of 0.5 mag in the HII region, and 1.8 mag in the HI region. We use the Galactic
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extinction curve from Spitzer (1978, p. 158) to convert these to extinctions at 1000
The dust-to-gas ratio can simply be estimated from the typical HII region
visual extinction of about 1.8 mug and the mean gas surface density at 3 kpc from
the nucleus of 100 M® pc -2 (Lord and Young 1990). This extinction represents the
contribution from the ttII region and the dust layer above it. There should therefore
be an additional 1.3 mug of extinction from the dust associated with the gas layer
on the opposite side of the plane, leading to a total e_\-tinction of 3.1 mug. Assuming
the gas and dust are coextensive, these numbers imply a column density of 2.1 x 1021
cm -2 per magnitude of visual extinction, compared to the Galactic value of 2 x 1021
cm -2 (Spitzer 1978, p. 156, 161). The inferred dust-to-gas ratio is thus about equal
to the Galactic value. A check on this number can be obtained from Smith's (1982)
estimate of the dust mass surface density in the inner disk of M51 (Smith's "Bar"
region) of 0.64 M® pc -2. The dust-to-gas mass ratio calculated in this way is thus
0.006, again about equal to the Galactic value.
For nil, we use the above H2 surface density and find n_ = 4 cm -3. For
n(HI), we estimate a value of 0.5 cm -3 on the arms from the VLA map. Both
numbers assume the above half-thickness of the gas layer of 450 pc.
Equations A2 and A3 axe easily solved for the ratio of the Strbmgren radius
in the presence of dust to the dust-free Str6mgren radius by the method described
in Spitzer (1978, p. 111-113). Since we used'the observed sizes to calculate the dust
opacity, our solution must reproduce these sizes in order to be self-consistent. In
- 28 -
fact, we derive diameters of 220 and 800 pc for the HII and HI regions, in good
agreement with observations.
Of the most abundant heavy elements, He, N and 0 WIU not compete with
H2 for the dissociating photons since their ionization potentials are above 13.6 eV.
Only CI has an ionization potential (11.3 eV) in the relevant energy range. We
show here, however, that we do not expect CI to compete with HI for this spectral
range of photons. In equilibrium, the absorption rate by H2 molecules will equal
10 times the formation rate, or 3.5 x 10 -16 cm -3 s-l- In contrast, essentially all
absorptions by CI in this energy range will lead to ionization, and by balancing
ionizations with recombinations, using a heavy dement abundance of 3 times Solar
(Pagel and Edmunds 1981), we find a photon absorption rate equal to 2.5 x 10-17
cm -a s -1. Therefore, our results should not be affected by the presence of CI.
Including depletion into dust and molecules would strengthen this conclusion.
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Table 1. Infra_ied Properties of MS1
Reference
f,(12 pro) 11 + 5 J.v Rice et al. 1988
f_(25 _m) 17 + 6 J.,-
f_(60 pro) 109 4- 4 Jy
f,(100 _m) 292 4- 7 Jy
]'v(170 pro) 393 Jy Smith 1982
LFIR (40 iLm-120 #m) 1.9 x 101° L, Rice et al. 1988
LFIR/LB 0.7
LIRAS (5 pro-1 ram) 5.0 x 101° L z
Infrared Excess (IRE) 24 This work
Tw 209.4 K Rice et al. 1988
Tc 33.4 K Rice et al. 1988
Table 2. Original and Deconvolved IRAS Map Resolutions
Band Original Resolution
In-Scan/Cross-Scan FWHM
Deconvolved Resolution
In-Scan/Cross-Scan FHWM
12 _m 45"/271" 30"/78"
25 _m 43"/271" 32"/81"
60 iLm 83"/278" 33"/56"
100 pm 170"/290" 59"/69"
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Figure Captions
FIG. 1. Shown in the top left panel are contou:s of CO emission from the OVRO
!
mosaic overlaid on a red CCD image. The contour levels are as stated in RK. The
top right panel shows CO contours overlaid on an Ho CCD image. The bottom
left panel shows contours of CO overlaid on a _arey-scale representation of the VLA
21-cm map. The bottom right panel shows contours of 21-cm emission on the Ha
image. The contour levels are 1, 1.5, 2, and 4 times 8.4 x 10 '° cm " in the bottom
right panel.
FIG. 2. The radial distributions of total gas surface density. Ha emission, and HI
surface density.
FIG. 3. A close-up of a spiral arm segment south of the nucleus showing the small
scale relationship between HI, Ha and CO emission. The solid contours are HI
emission. The levels are 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 times 8.4 x 102° cm -2- The dashed
contours are CO emission from the OVRO mosaic. The grey-scale represents Ha
emission. The flow direction is indicated. The area labelled _A" is an example of a
region where an HI peak coincides with an HII region. The areas labelled "B" are
examples of HI peaks between HII regions.
FIG. 4. The original maps of IRAS emission in M51: a) 12/_m, b) 25/_m, c) 60/_m,
and d) 100#m. The unit contour interval is the estimated noise in the map.
FIG. 5. Cuts through the original IRAS maps and Ha and B-band CCD images
along the IRAS in-scan direction from blE to SW.
FIG. 6. The deconvolved maps of IRAS emission in M51: a) 12/_m, b) 25/Jm, c)
60#m, and d) 100#m. The unit contour inter_-al is the estimated noise in the map.
FIG. 7. Cuts through the deconvolved IRASmaps and Ha and B-band CCD images
!
along the IRAS in-scan direction from NE to SW.
FIG 8. Deconvolution of the IRAS 60/_m survey data on M51 by W. N. Weir using
the MEMSYS package. The contour levels are 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 60,
70, 80, and 90 percent of the peak.
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